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On the Origin of Colour in Paramagnetic 
Salts and Solutions
D. M. BOSE.T have to thank the members of the Indian Physical H<jciety fi)r electing me your President. I  Jiave been ollicially connected with tlic Society since its foundation in 11)35, and it is an honour which 1 greatly appreciate being asked to preside over the affairs of the Society. 1 j'cgret very much i.hat prcssiu'e o( other work pi'evcnts me from coming down to Madras and attend this annual meeting of our Society.You have before you the report presented by the Council on the work of the Society during the past year. W c have reason to congratulate ourselves on the satisfactory progress wc have achieved during the live years of our existence, but we are aware that there is I’oom for further improvement, in increasing the membership of the Society and also in making the latter more adequately represent the interests and activities of the physicists in Jndia. The Council invite your suggestions and co-operation in acJiieving this aim.Mention has been made in the annual report of the very intei'csting lecture on Cosmic Kay which Crof. Millikan gave before a meeting of the Indian Physical Society. W c coi'dially welcome the presence of the distinguished physicist and his co-workers to this country, and we look forward to a very successful outcome of the investigations undertaken by them hero.The visit of these scientists to India, has raised in our minds the question of tlie possibility of locally initiating Cosmic Kay investigation in this country. India is surrounded by high mountains, and it will not be difficult to install permanent observation stations at altitudes iqi to 14,000 ft., which arc not very far from centres of electrical and mechanical power supply. Further the extended land area and tlic favourable meteorological conditions during certain parts of the year, make this country specially suitable for balloon flight investigation. The Indian Meteorological Department is giving valuable assistance to Prof. Millikan and his party in their’investigations, and we hope later on the same help will be available to Indian physicists when they take uj) this line of work. Scientific
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worktTH in India liave made valuable contributionH to the sciences ot 
{^^codesy, Jiieteorolofjy and recently to onr knowledge of the ionospliere. 
We look forward to a time when equally important contributions will be 
juad(i from tins country to our knowledge of the Cosmic ]iay  jdienomena.
It is customary at such annual gathering for your president to 
deliver an address on some topic selected by him. A ccrU in amount, of 
latitude is given to liim, and after some hesitation 1  have decided to place 
before you a connected account of a subject in which I  have been interested 
for several years, it is on the origin of colour in paramagnetic crystuls/ 
and solutions, d’he reason for my hesitation is that the President of theJ 
Physics seel,ion of the Indian Science Congress, who is an authority on 
the sulqect of crystal magnetism will probably deal with the subject of 
crystal magnetism in his presidential address, and tliere may be some 
overlapjiing between tlie subject matter of his discourse and mine. Still 
] hope I  may be aide to jiresent you with a different way of ai)])roaching 
the investigation of the crystalline field jiresent in jiaramagnetic crystals 
and solutions, whose influence is felt in diverse subjects like paramagnetic; 
Busceiitibily, anisotropy, paramagnetic rotation and even colour.
Jn  my address I  shall first discuss how the concept of a molt^cular 
field, which is of electrostatic origin, arose gradually from a study of 
paramagnetic susccptiL)ility, then how an elegant analytic method of 
investigating this crystalline field was devclojied by Pjethc, Van Vleck 
and his fellow workers. Next it w ill be shown how a tost of the optical 
consequence of Van V leck ’s theory was undertaken ])y a study of the 
band absorption in paramagnetic crystals and solutions. Such a study 
led to the proj)Osal of an empirical formula which appears better to account 
for the Stark splitting responsible for the absorption bands in these 
paramagnetic substances A theoretical deduction of the empirical forjnula 
is given, which j)orjnits of a fairly approximate calculation of the number 
and frequencies of the absorption bands in terms of the known constants 
of the parainngnetic ion and of the associated dipole molecules.
The discovery of the law of temperature variation of jmramagnetic 
susceptibility is due to Curie’s investigation with oxygon, when it was 
found that ^
X -  rji > where X is the molar susceptibility.
The theoretical intcr|)retation of this relation was given by Langevin , 
who assumed that each oxygen molecule was the seat of a permanent 
magnetic dipole of jnoment m. Lan gevin  found that in a not too intense
XT 2
magnetic field X =  ; i£ we further take into consideration the tempera­
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ture independent susceptibility observed in ]iiany substances, wdiieh are 
partly of diamagnetic and partly of paramagnetic origin then
(1)
W eiss invcstif;;ated the temperature dependence of the pariimagnotic 
susceptibility of crystals and solutions, and showed that over fairly larf'e
ranges of temperature the Curie law in the modified form X ^
holds. W eiss interpreted the correction factor A  !i-« due to the j)rcsence 
of an inner magnetic field of molecular origin. It  was 1 )ehye. who first 
showed that this molecular field was most probably of electrostatic origin.
The next line of investigation which again pointed to the presence 
of this crystalline field began with the (pianturn theory interpretation of 
the origin of the magnetic moment P- of the ions. According to the 
(juantum theory the magnetic moment of a free ion with inner quantum
ch
number / is M-  ^y/8 w h e re /?= , is the iJohr’s unit of magnetic moment.4-nmc ^
T his value of is not a constant, but depends upon the state of excitation 
of the ion. I f  the energy difference between the ground and the cxcil.ed 
states of i.he ion is large compared to IcT then the ions at the temperature 
T  are all in the ground state, and in a field of strength H  the 2/ +  1 fold 
state of degeneracy of the ion is removed, and the average moment of the
ion is =  OXy +  l  ) P
T his relation first deduced by Hund was well verified in the ease of 
the ions of the rare earth elements, viz. the experimenially determined 
values of agi-ecd well with those calculated from spectroscopic data. 
W hen the same formula was tried to account for the measured magnetic 
moments of the ions of the iron group of elements, there was a tolal lack 
of agreement. It  was pointed out by me in 1927 that the magnetic moTnent 
of a large number of simple and complex coni])ounds |of the iron groiq) ol 
element could be explained on the assum])tion Ithat the orbital moments 
of these ions were completely quenched by the interaction with its 
neighbouring atoms in solids and solutions, so that the sjjin moment of 
the ions were alone free to orient in a magnetic field.
T his leads to the formula
(2)
In  deducing the formula the analogy of the quenching of the. tempera­
ture -variation of dielectric polarisation on solidification, observed in polar 
liquids, was used.
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The investigation of the niechanisin of the quenching of the orbital 
moment of ions in paramagnetic crystals or rendering tliem partially 
ineffective was the starting ])oint of a series of important communications 
by Van Vleck and his fallow workers.
Van Vleck’s Theory.
W e have seen that the 2J  +  1 fold degeneracy of an ion is totally 
removed by an axial magnetic field. Tf the ion forms part of a crystal, then 
duo to the regular arrangement of other ions and atoms round it, an 
electric field of a given sym m etry acts on the ion and thei-eby either 
partially or totally removes the degeneracy of the orbital moment of the 
ion, depending upon the sym m etry j)ropcrties of the crystalline field. Thus 
a Stark effect separation of the degenerate state of the ground term of the 
paramagnetic ion is ])roduced. On the magnitude and degree of this 
separation will depend the future behaviour of the paramagnetic crystal 
in a super[joscd magnetic field. Tf the separation is small compared to the 
multi])let sej)aration of the ground term of the ion, and also to the latter’s 
spin orbital coupling, the inner quantum number of the ion retains its 
significance and H an d 's formula will fairly represent the temperature 
variation of the susceptibility of such crystals. T h is is the case with the 
rare earth crystals, in which the incomplete 4/ shell responsible for the 
paramagnetism of the rare earth ion is inside the 5 s,p octet shell; the latter 
shields the former more or less effectively from the outer crystalline field.
In  the case of the salts of the iron group of elements the 3 d shell is 
the carrier of the paramagnetic effect and is fu lly exposed to the crystalline 
field. I f  the potential energy of the latter is large compared to the energy 
of the spin orbital coupling A(LS), then the latter breaks down and a 
Stark effect splitting of the L  moment of the ion takes place, since an 
electric field has no direct effect on the spin moment.
B ethe in 1929 published an important investiga^on on the Stark 
splitting of the ground term  of ions with S, P , B ,  F  orbital quantum 
numbers. F o r  example in a field of cubic sym m etry the D term is split 
up into two com])onents F;, and F -  the former is doubly degenerate and 
non magnetic, and the lafter triply degenerate. The F  term is split into 
three components F .jiF ^  and F^ of which F^  is non degenerate and non 
magnetic, while the two others are both triply degenerate. In  a rhombic 
field, all the degeneracies of tlie ground term are completely removed. In  
a m agnetic field, the spin and orbital moment of the ion will, upto the 
factor of spin orbital coupling, be free to orient independently— the orbital 
moment so far as its degeneracy has not been removed by the crystalline
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field. M any o£ the paramagnetic salts like chrome alum belong to the 
cubic system , while in the case o£ others belonging to the hydrated crystals 
o£ the rare earth group, it is found that it is sullicient to take a [(redomin- 
antly cubic field. Such a field is however nol. callable of accounting for 
the observed paramagnetic anisotropy ol the hydrated crystals containing 
b’e"^, C o '" ',N i'^  and Cu* ‘ ions. Penney and Selllapp suppose that an 
additional field of rhombic sym m etry of low intensity is superposed on the 
dominant cubic field in these hydrated crystals. W hile in the case of 
certain other paramagnetic Al ums  V an Vleck has assumed the cxislence 
of a small trigonal field. The most general expression for the energy of 
an ion in a superposed crystalline and magnetic field of strength f l  is :
+ 7/,' + i v ’ ) +  AY,- +  B 7/ , - - ( A  +  B )^ r]
+ a ,(L- S ) + ^ n ( i j + ‘2S)
where a;, ?/, and a,, represent the coordinates of an electron in the. d-shell 
of the ion, and the summation is over all the eleei.rons jiresent in the 
latter. The first term represents the dominant cubic field, the second 
represents the rhomliic field, A, is the constant of the spin orbit interaction.
.Fig 1. gives the term levels for the D and F  ions.
(a) F-ions (b) D-ions
-d . c 
- 6
F i g , 1
(Upright in Ni *•  ^ , invprtod in Co^  +) (Upriglit in Cu ’ ' , inverted in i^ 'o ' ')
W e shall first consider the conditions under which a j)aramagnctic crystal 
w ill have a spin only value for its susccptihility. T liey are :
(i) the ground term is non degenerate and non magnetic like of 1
(ii) the crystalline field is essentially cubic
(iii) the distance between the ground and the uj)per terms is very
large compared to
(iv) the spin orbital coupling is negligible and
(v) the magnetic moment induced in the ground state (i- by the 
higher energy states like h which is of the form h,\{ka)
negligible.
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(Jlirome alum is found to be magnetically isotropic with a magnetic 
susceptibility almost perfectly re]>resented by formula (2). Penney and 
Scblapi) find that the susceptibility is better represented by the formula
correction term represents the effect of spin
orbital interaction.
Next we consider the case of the Nickel salts. Their susceptibility 
eg. of the hydrated sulphate i.s greater than the spin only value, and its 
magnetic anisotropy is about 30 per cent. Here it is assmned that the 
term sequence is the same as that in the chromic salts, only the separa­
tion is less, and there is a small rhombic field. In  this case the iiuluced 
magnetic moment due to the interaction wi th the triplet terms of 7 ’- and 
ai*e com|)arativcly large, and we have a temperature independent 
susceptibility wliich is dependent upon the direction of the magnetic axis. 
Therefore the value of the induced moment is different along the three 
magnetic axes of the crystal, and this is the origin of the anisotj-o]iy of 
Nickel salts.
Penney and Schlapp have calculated the splitting of the F  term in 
the cubic field and obtained the following values of the 3 Stark terjns 0, 
8 Dr/ and 18.1)(/ where q is the multiplicative factor of D in equation (3) 
for a system of 7i electrons.
The value of X the mean susceptibility of N i' ' is found to be
where O',, ami arc certain conKtantR, proportional to the intensities 
of the rhoiuhic field alonf^ the three magnetic axes.
Cou)j)arison of this expression after certain siuiplications, with the 
inagnetic data enal)les the values of Dq to be calculated, which comes out 
to he 1485 c m " ' for Ni'^' salts and 8730 c m' ' f o r  O r A  knowledge 
of these constants enables us to calculate the Stark term sc])aration for the 
F  ion, they come out to he of the order of lO 'c jn " '.
Now C o ' ' {W^  ^F) has the same orbital term asNi'^" {d** •'’ F ) and 
carry the same ionic chifrge, but they differ greatly in their magnetic 
properties, viz. the susceptibility of Co"^  ^ shows a very large deviation 
from the Hose Stoner value, and the anisotropy of hydrated cobalt sulphate 
crystal is about 70%. V an Y leck  shows that from theoretical consideration 
the term level in Co* ' is inverse to that in N i' ' so that the ground term in 
the former is the triply degenerate with a residual orbital moment. 
The contribution of the latter accounts for the larger deviation from the
B])in only value of RURce])tibility iu cobalt Baits. ARRumiu}.; the existnec of 
rhombic field, 7 '^  is split up into three Rub It^vels, ami then the larj^e 
anisotroj)y in Cobalt saltR can at least be (pialitatively intei'[)reto(l.
8o far nothing has been said of the way in which the tni)ly degener­
ate 1 \  and I ’ r, levels can be sjdit up. AVe find that more delailed speci- 
fication is necesRary to account for the spin only valiicK of the paraniagnetii' 
RUHceptibilities of the alums of Vanadium a.nd Tilanium. 'riuH is only 
])OBRible if the ground terms of both these ions are non degenerate and also 
non magnetic.
In  Table 1 are. given the various I) and h" ions and how they split up 
into u]u’ight or inverted terms in a cubic field according to Van Vlec.k’s 
, c.lassilication. The general princi])le underlying this tabulation a|)])ears to 
be that pairs of ions with the same orbital (piantum number, the sum total 
of whose d electrons are cither 5, 10, or 15 have o))])osite scipicnccsof term.
According to this Table the ground term of Ti  ^ ' is d ' -b) 7b and of 
V  * is d- "'h’ both of which are trijdy degenerate ; and as such their 
magnetic susceptibilities ought to diwiatc largely from the spin only values.
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T a iUjE I.
To account for the spin only value of magnetic susceptibility ol these
alums the following assumptions are necessary.
(i) that in these alums a field of lower symmetry than cubic exists in
which the triplv degenerate ground term and 7 ', are split up. Jin s
assumption was not necessary in the case of (Chrome alum since the lowcsl
level in Or' ■ ' is the non degenerate I\,-(ii) that in both CMC. llio lo,v»t of Ihooo lenos i« non-maRnol.c. 
I f  the lowent term ie non-degenerate but has an orlntal moment then ,n the expreeeion for magnetic eueceptibilit, a term independent ol ten.peralureis added. ------
* As given by Van Vleck.
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1. V an  Vleck bIiowb that in  the alum s an additional field of trigonal 
sym m etry exists, w hich  arises as show n by X -ra y  analysis from  the fact that 
the principal axes of the unit cell round each param agnetic ion do not 
coincide w ith the principal axes of the octahedral arrangem ent of the six 
associated w ater m olecules. T he S tark  sp litting in a trigonal field of 
and term  is show n in  fig.
E io . 2
(Tlio splitiiiig of a, triply dcgonprato cubic state in a trigonal field. The two components 
of Enj oincule unless magnetic forces are applied).
2 . S iegert has show n that in the m ost general type of trigonal field it 
cannot be exj)ected that the non degenerate orbital level w ill be the deepest 
both for T i ' ' '  and V ’ ' ^ U n der some special type of jjotential function 
for a trigonal field w ill this arise.
T h e general forum la of the alum s is A M o (SO^);^, I2JT2O  w here A  is 
an alkali atom , M e is a triva len t atoiii. In  the param agnetic alum s each 
])aram agnetic ion is embodied in an octahedral arrangem ent of six  w ater 
m olecules, round w hich the ions, tho rem ain ing H^O  m olecules and 
the alkali atom s are grouped.
V a n  Vleck assum es that the cubic part of the field arises frojii tho 
action of the six oriented dipole w ater m olecules round each param agnetit; 
ion. I ’enney, Bchlapp and others have calculated tho value of U q for the 
param agnetic ions C r '  ^ , Ni"^',  the value is found to vary  from
1480 to 3780 cm ~*. V an  V le ck  assum es a reasonable value U g =  1500 
c m ~ a n d  from  it he finds that the dipole m om ent of the oriented w ater 
m olecules. In  this theory the effect of the polarisation of these m olecules 
due to the charge on the param agnetic ions p lays no part.
F ro m  calculations m ade by Tenney and Schlapp, in  a cubic field a P  
ion is split up into three S tark  levels w ith  separations 8 D q  and 1BD(/ for 
the u}>right ions like O r ' " '  and Ni+^and 10 ID q  and ISD g  for inverted ions 
like C o ^ ',  w h ile  for a D -ion like Cu^  ^ the separation betw een P ., and P r ,  
is lODg'.
H av in g  obtained a clue of the origin  of -the cubic part of the c rys­
talline field, V a n  V leck  proceeds to evaluate  the sp littin g of the doubly
degenerate I  and the triply degenerate terms and Fr, in the trigonal 
field. According to him the latter arises from
(i) the direct action of the distant atoms i.e., those beyond the six 
associated water molecules
(ii) the indirect action of these distant atoms on the associated water 
molecules, the latter become somewhat disturbed from their normal 
octahedral arrangement
(iii) the Jahn -T eller effect—which states that tlie most stable 
arrangement of a polyatomic molecule is always sufficiently nnsymmetrical 
to lift tlie orbital degeneracy wliich may be })resent in the central atom.
Calculations made by Van VIeck show that the total splitting pro­
duced by this trigonal field is for V  ' ' ion term) from 400—8fi0 cm~^ 
and the T i '" ' ion (/'^ term) from 1450—2200 cm"^, a(‘-cording to the 
special assupmtions made.
O ptica l Test o f Van V leck 's  theory.
In  fig. 13 is given the enej’gy diagram of tlie Stark splitting of the 1) 
and F  ions due to a combined cubic and trigonal fields as present in the 
parajjiagnetic alums. Jt  will be seen that in all hydrated paramagnetic
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F ig . :3
Dq _ inOO cm  ^ accortling to Van VJrclt
crystals the separation between the Stark levels is of the order of .10+ 
cm -i • transitions between them will produce absorption and emission 
spectra lyin^ between the infra red and ultra violet refrions and as such 
can be capable of optical verification. Another consequence of the theory 
is that according as the Stark levels of the ions are u]>right or inverted 
the highest absorption hands will show a doublet structure or a singlet 
structure. The latter will be a little complicated by the superposition 
of the spin orbital coupling. This will he specially noticeable in the 
absorption spectra due to C o -  and N i "  ions. The inve.stigation of the 
optical consequences of Van Vleck’s theory has been undertaken by 1 . C.
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Mukherji and niyHelf')^), the resultR of which arc given in two papers 
recently published. The conclusions drawn by us are that (i) V an  Vlcck’ s 
theory is unable to represent the number and frequencies of the principal 
abKorj)iion Ijands ; (ii) on the other hand the doublet separation shown by 
some of these bands agree fairly well with predictions made by Van Vleck 
for the [)a)amagnetic alum s ; (iii) the structure of the absoi-ption bands to 
a large e.vtent do not conform to the classification by V an Vleck into 
upriglit and inverted Stark levels. In  the first paper') we have ])roposed an 
empirical formula which appears to us to give a better i-epresentation of the 
number aud fre(jucncies of these absorption bands, and we have discussed 
the assumptions on which such a formula could be based. In a subsequent 
paper") I  have attemj)ted a theoretical deduction of this formula.
I^efore proceeding further it w ill be desirable at this stage to say a 
few words about the general nature of the absorption bauds shown by 
hydrated ])aramaguetic crystals and solutions. Most of them are coloui’cd, 
with one or two absorption bands in the visible part of the spectrum. In 
those crystals and solutions whose infra red absorption spectra have been 
investigated like tliose of Nickel and Cobalt, we find absorption bands in 
the neighbourhood of 1.2/x. Borne of the absorption spectra like tliat due 
to C u ' ' show a single broad absoriition band, others like that due to T i ' " ' 
show a doublet structure. Under large dispersion the absorption bands 
due to Co' ' and N i ' ' ions appear to consist of a number of fine absorption 
bands. W e shall for the present confine our attention to the mean frequen­
cies of the broad absorption bands and of their proiuinent doublet 
structures.
The position, of the absorj)tion bands arc dependent u])on the nature 
of lire solvent in which the crystals arc dissolved, e.g. water, amimniia, 
alcohol, etc. It  is assumed that in such solvents they form hydrated, 
ammoniated, alcoholated complexes, and the change in the position of the 
absoiqjtion bands in these solvents is to be attributed to the different 
strength of the crystalline fields which the associated water, amiuonia, 
alcohol dipole molecules exert on the central paramagnetic ion. From  a 
study of these principal absorption bands we find that the following 
oiupii'ical formula fairly represent their number and frequencies.
Av-ne.  I A6u I .C.P. ... ... (4)
The assumptions underlying the above formula ai‘e that
(i) the ionic charge in a param agnetic ion induces a polarisation, 
, . proportional to P  in the assoOiated dipole molecules
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(ii) in tlie electric field due to the polariwation of the dipole
molecules, the param agnetic ion which has an electric nionu'nt 
proportional to its orbital quantum number I/, can oc,cuj)y 
L  +  1  discrete energy levels each characterised by an electric 
quantum number such that oT  L
(iii) transitions between the ground term and the I'j upper levels
w ill give rise to L  absorption bands, whose frcipiencies are 
given by formula (4 )
where C is a numerical cons!ant
as we shall see later, is dependent both on the 
di])olc moment ja and the ))olarisabil)ty 7 of tlic 
associated dipoles.
Home of the consequences of this formula which can be vtu’ified are :
A. F o r  the same kind of associated dijiole molecules, e.g., water
(i) F o r  the same ion the ratio of the absorption fre(|ucncics will 
be as 1 ; ‘2 for JF ion s
1 : 2 : d for F-ions
According to the theory of cubic splitting the frequency ratio will lie 
for F  ions either 8 : ]B or 10  ; 18 according as the term sequence in the ion 
is upright or inverted.
(ii) F o r t h e ] )  reap. F-ions, the seiiaration of the corresponding 
bands in different ions will be as nc ; for doubly and triply cliarged ions 
the ratio will be as 2 : 3.
(iii) F o r  the different ions
n. A Cl
ought to come out as a constant.
B . F o r  the same ion associated with two different kinds of dipole 
m olecules like water and anmionia, the ratio of their absorption fjcijuencic.s 
w ill be proportional to their polarisability, i. e.,
^vii^O _ T h/>
In  Tables I I ,  I I I  are collected the daf.a for the known absorption 
hands duo to paramagnetic ions with D and V orbital numbers. It will be 
seen that the conclusions (i) and (ii) are fairly verified, while the values ol 
(e. C. P .) for D term  varies between 2,580 to 3,380 cm ’ with a mean value 
of 2,050 cin i which is fairly good. For the F terms the agreement is not 
BO good, the value of the constant varying from 2,040 to 4,130 c u r ' .
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T a b l e  IV.
iimuncl state of tlie ion. Substance. Centres of selective absorption r. i'
JVstato................................ CnS0 ,,’5n .,0 12.297 cm
rCu(Nn:,)4]Cl.,IT,0  14,160 „
Katio..........  '87
F-state................................. [0r(II,O)„]C1»
[Cr(NH,)„]Cl„
Ni(II.O)„]C),
Ni(Nn,)„]Cl,
0 . or H state...................... [Co(lI.^O),. |Cb,
[Co(NH,)„|Cl:,
18,200 cm. ' , 24,100 cm.
21,500 „ , 23;600 „
Ratio..........-85 85
8,497 cm. ' , 15,370 cm. ' , 25,510 cm." ’ 
10,804 „ , 17,200 „ , 27,900 „
Uatio..'79 '89 '91
16,340 cm. - ’ , 25,600 cm. ’
19,460 „ , 28,050 „
Ratio.......... '84 '87
In  Table IV  is given the ratio of the frequencies of absorption of the 
same ion when associated with water and ammonia dipoles. The value of 
this ratio varies between ‘79 to '91, while according to the theoretical 
formula to be deduced later this ratio is '78 tor 1)  terms and '74 for h’ *terms 
(sec p. 15, formula ((5)). W e may consider the agreement as fairly satisfactory.
W e shall now briefly indicate the theoretical deduction of Ihe 
em])irical formula given above. I t  is assumed that round each paramagne­
tic ion six dijiole molecules are completely oriented, occupying the six faces 
of a cube at distances l i  = ‘2A". The intensity of the field at the centres of
7hC
these molecules is Under the action of this field, the axis of each
of the dipoles will ])oint towards the ion, and also a polarisation y E  will be 
induced on each of them. The combined effect of these two fur each 
dijiGle will be a field of intensil.y F  at the centre of the ion where
21^
WF - n +
Syjre
The resultant field due to the six oriented dipole molecules can be 
written as equal to C F . It  is difficult to calculate the value of C ; we shall 
deterjiiine its value from exjK'rimcntal data. Apriori it can be seen that 
C c l ,  due to the fact that the fields of the six di])oles acting on the central 
ion, w ill to a large measure neutralise each other. W e assume that the ion
has an electric moment M?!' proportional to the orbital number L ,  and the
enerfvy of orientation of tlie ion in the field of a sinffle dipole inoleoule is 
taken to be
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d!W - . C. IT
li  J j
I f  the fre(|ueiiey of absorption due to a transition I'roiii tlie f^roiind term is
A tlicn Av = =r — j*'. I A Cl I -b'- n e  J*
M
... (h)
M E
experimental data we find that ^  is inde])endeiit nl Jj jim! wc' sliidi
put ^ c .  L ,  where r is tlio mean j*adius of tlie tlmu  ^ (|iiantum 
Jlydroj^en like ion with eliai’i^ 'e nc.
We sliall determine the value of C I'roin tlie aJisorjitioii data for 
T i ' ' ion.
We take u ; r ^ J ’ 0 8  x 1 0 “ '^  cm. a])|)roximately and it is found
F - i y . y  X 1 0 “^
The ealeulated value of A v - ( k  ‘.ti.O X 10  ' cm~ •
Whi le the observiul value =  1 7 ’ 8  X JO’’ e m -h
So that, C which afipears to he (|uite plausible.
We shall next proceed to deduce a result of whieli we havi*, [ireviously 
made use, viz., we shall determine the ratio of the absorjition fretpieneies, 
when the same jiaramaf^netic ion has eithfu- wat(u- or ammonia moleeuhw 
associated with it. The ratio comes,
for water ^ 1.84 x 10 ‘ > ^
r ‘-^^1 y , = 1 . 4 U x
J T P  ~  . . .  (()); for ammonia 1.40 x 10 “ ''^
V 2«.,7.,C ‘if*-.. y., = ‘2.‘2Gxl0--<
T aking K  =  ‘2 x  i 0~  ^ cuxs. the value of this ratio comes to be 0.78 for 1) ions 
and 0.74 for F  ions ( see p. 14 for verification ).
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I  liope the above di«cuBBion will convince you that we have a fairly 
watinfactory l)aHis for a theory of the origin of colour shown by hydrated 
paramagnetic salts and solutions. I  will not overtax your attention by 
discussing the rough model on which I  have made it plausible why the 
(juantum number L  is restricted between 0 and L  and not between ± L .
Tt is useful at this stage to compare the two different methods of 
approacli adopted by the school of Bethe and V an Vleck, and by the 
present writer. In  the former from the consideration of symmetry an 
analytic expression for crystalline field which is suited to account for the 
paramagnetic phenomenon is deduced and by methods of grou]) theory the 
number of Rtark levels are calculated and their relative separation expressed 
in terms of an undetermined constant J). The latter is determined from 
the temperature variation of susceptibility or paramagnetic anisotropy of 
these (crystals. Then by choosing a suitable mean value for this constant, 
it is found that tlie crystalline field is alone due to the di[)olc moment ^  of 
the associated molecule. The effect of the central charge ne of the 
paramagnetic ion and the polarisability of the associated molecule play no 
])art in the theory. This theory cannot, therefore, explain the greater 
frequencies of absorption in ammoniated as comjmred to the hydrated ion, 
s i n c e o dependence on the ionic charge. W hile in
our method of approach we have started with the scrutiny of experimental 
data and shown how they can he best fitted to an empirical formula, of 
which a theoretical deduction is next attempted.
I  next propose to show how the splitting of triply degenerate terms 
and in paramagnetic alums as calculated by V an Vleck can be 
experimentally verified.
Doublet structure of the bands—In  Table V  have been collected the 
doublet Reparation for the principal absorption bands for D and .F ions. 
It  will be noticed that the doublet separation lies within the limits calcu­
lated by Van V leck for the splitting of the D and F  terms. As some of
T a b JjE V .
D-tcrm Ions.
rji n t —2886 cm.” * 
Cr+* —2430 „
Fe ' —1180 „
(MoO)'*;—1277 „
(IVO) + + +-2880 „
Ce++' —2408 „
F-term Ions.
—869 cm.-’ 
669 „
C r M  4 _eo8 „
874 „
Co* —760 cm.~*
Ni+ ' no structure lor 1he highest 
absorption baud.
the data contained in ihti above tables are taken tVoiii al)sorption dabi for 
hydrated crystals and ))art]y from ])arama,;4neti(*. solutions, we may conclude 
that some or all of the factors which accordiu*^ to Van Vleck produce l.lic 
trigonal field in the alums are also effective in other hydrated c;rystals and 
solutions. I^urther discussion of these resuKs are given in our second 
paper. Another interesting conclusion, which can be drawn from the line 
structure of the alisorjition bands, is on the sccpience of the Stark siihti ing 
in the ions responsible for them i.o. whether the splitting is upright or 
inverted. C
In '^Fable VJ arc collected the data of the Stark level seepHUKH's in 
different D and P ions as calculate^d l)y Van V l^eck a.nd as deduced from 
absoriition data. It will be seen that in most of tiuun Vhan Vlcck's sc(]uence
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1\VUhK VI.
JoiiH 'With D U e r w
Ton. TJn'orelical.' O bscir VL‘<l
Ti  ^ ' - Inverted Upright
' [Iprij^dit 11 pright,
Pe+ ' Inverted U pright
Cu' ‘ TJprij^ht Inverted
(MoO)' ' ' Inverted Upright
(\VO)+^
Oe '  ^ ^
do do
do Inver bod
Ions with Fterm :
yd I I Inverted ! Upright1
Upright do
Ni+ I + do  ^ Invcrti'.cl
C o ' + Inverted Up right
____ ___ __ _ - ---- --
l ic m tir l iK .
Observed in IT(d sohiiion of 
TiOl'j, which may lead to an 
inversion of lov(ds.
'J’riplclj observed due to the effect 
of lari^ e spin orhiLal oonjdin f^.
is not followed. The cmoiiil ease is the reversal of the HC()ueneeH  ^in C o ’  ^
and Ni^ ', on which the whole theory of the large anisotropy of Co' * salts 
compared to that of salts was liased.
* Ab giv6n by Van Vleck.
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T h e  point raised  here is  w hether the interpretation  of the origin  of 
of the absorption bands, in  hydrated  param agnetic  crysta ls  and solutions 
g iven  above is valid  ; also w hether it is legitim ate to apply the S tark  level 
schem e deduced from  it to the in terpretation  of param agnetic  an isotropy, 
and other m agnetic  properties.
I  hope I  m ay interest som e of you to take up the study of light 
absorption in  param agnetic  sa lts  and solutions, s})ecially w ith  a v iew  to the 
determ ination  of the fine structure of the absorption bands. M an y im por­
tan t problem s as to the nature of the crysta llin e  field in  crysta ls  and 
solutions aw ait investigation s, and can be attacked by the absorption 
spectra m ethod.
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